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Saint Peter’s Church,   

Woodmansterne  

August 2021  

Monthly Newsletter   

 

Welcome to this month’s newsletter! If you have an activity or something uplifting to share 

please do get in touch:  office@saintpeterschurch.org.uk   

We hope you enjoy this month’s newsletter.   
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A word from Susan Knight 

You are probably familiar with the expression; ‘We’re all in the same boat.’ But is this really true? 

When we consider the pandemic, people’s circumstances and experiences are very different. My 
circumstances bear little resemblance to those struggling to home school children while trying to 
cope with working from home. I have not had the stress of caring for ill patients or the worry of 

work insecurity. I have had company and not experienced living alone. We are all in different 
boats but we have all been in the same storm.  

In the Bible there are stories about boats and storms. On one occasion Jesus sent his disciples in 
boats ahead of him. The boats were buffeted by the waves and the wind was against them. 
Suddenly they saw Jesus walking on the water and became terrified. Jesus reassured them and 

told them not to be afraid. In one of the accounts when Peter sees Jesus walking towards them, 
he steps out of the boat and tries walking towards Jesus. All the time Peter’s eyes are on Jesus he 
is fine but when he becomes aware of the wind he begins to sink. It is interesting that amongst 

the disciples only Peter attempts to walk on the water.   

Twenty years ago, one of the books popular in Christian circles was John Ortberg’s ‘If you want to 
walk on water you’ve got to get out of the boat.’ Ortberg invites his readers to consider the 

potential that exists outside their comfort zone. He claims; ‘Out on the risky waters of faith, Jesus 
is waiting to meet you in ways that will change you forever, deepening your character and your 
trust in God.’ In 2018 Jeff Lucas, another Christian writer penned ‘If you want to walk on water, 

consider Staying in the Boat and other things I wished I’d known.’ Whilst acknowledging that 
Ortberg rightly calls us to be faithful when God is expanding our horizons Lucas notes that Jesus 
called Peter to walk on the water while the others were not invited and were probably glad to be 

omitted. Lucas says that not all of us are called to the same exploits and knowing our limitations is 
vital. 

So, as we continue on the path through the pandemic some people will be ready to get out of 

their boat, others will wish to stay for a while longer. Let us pray for compassion and love for each 
other. Give us understanding that we have been in the same storm but different boats, some 

more comfortable than others.  

Susan Knight (Lay Minister) 
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New Afternoon Service - coming soon! 

A new 4 O’Clock Sunday service will be starting in the Autumn. This will be an informal service 

with opportunities to discuss Bible themes and be a bit creative (if you want to be!) It will be 
suitable for both children and adults and will take place in the hall. More details to come next 
month. 

Services 

Our service times are 9am for Zoom and 11am at church.  If you want to receive more 
information about any of the above or would like to have a chat with someone please do get in 

touch with us: rector@saintpeterschurch.org.uk or ring 01737 423892.    

You can catch up with the weekly messages at St Peter's Church, Woodmansterne You 

Tube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCl9hrwcOXgd7g8lg9WVqg7A   

Church opening times 

Church building is open for prayer every Wednesday and Saturday 9am-5pm. Going forward and 

as lockdown eases, we will require more volunteers to open and close. Please speak to Gill or 
Simon.  

Woodmansterne Charities   

A local charity, which can help people who are struggling to pay fuel bills. To qualify, you 
must live in the Parish of Woodmansterne. If you would like to be considered for assistance 
then please contact us: office@saintpeterschurch.org.uk or 07816293554.   

St Matthew's Foodbank 

Our local Foodbank at St Matthew's is being supported by this year's Bishop of Southwark's lent 
call https://southwarklentcall.com/. You can watch a video showing you around the Foodbank 

here: https://youtu.be/cEgeXiK8lRo  

While we can't send food directly to the foodbank if you'd like to donate directly to the foodbank 
here are the details: You can send a cheque payable to St Matthew’s PCC, marked ‘Foodbank’ on 

the back to: Foodbank at St Matthew’s, c/o The Parish Office, 71 Station Road, Redhill RH1 1DL.  

If you would like to make a bank transfer you can find the details here: 
https://www.redhillfoodbank.org.uk/how-can-i-help  

Bus Stop Cafe 

Bus Stop Cafe is now back in the hall on a weekly basis. You need to book in advance. Speak to 

Sally Frost for more details.   
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A week in Iona by Rachel Gardner 

 

 

Most Summers I take a few days retreat at a Christian retreat centre in Sussex. This tends to be 

quite a solitary retreat spending most of time on my own reading and praying. This year a friend 
suggested going to Iona for a very different style of retreat.  

Iona is a small island, around 2 miles in length, off the West coast of Scotland. Just getting there 

feels like a bit of a pilgrimage! It’s quite a drive to Oban and then it’s a ferry to Mull, an hour’s bus 
ride across the island and then another ferry to reach Iona. It has a population of about 170 
including children (although the population is a bit higher during the summer months!)  

Iona is where St Columba arrived in 563AD from Ireland and founded an Abbey. The Abbey has 
changed over the years. The fabric of the building is looked after by Historic Scotland who 
conduct tours. The actual abbey is inhabited by the Iona Community which was founded in 1938 

by George MacLeod. The Abbey was in a state of disrepair and he set about rebuilding it with a 
group of unemployed craftsman and trainee ministers and established a community. It consists of 

a few permanent staff members but most of the community in the Abbey are volunteers who 
come for a few weeks, months or a couple of years. It then has an extended community across 
the UK and internationally that follow the Iona rule of life from afar.  

I stayed in the Abbey for the week with a few others guests, following a retreat programme. 
Activities included writing our own lockdown psalms based upon one of the Psalms, finding out 
about the Iona community, and getting involved in their twice daily services, including co-leading 

an evening service with the other guests. We also had an option of leaving the island one 
afternoon to visit the ancient Staffa Island and we were treated to seeing a lot of puffins! 

The highlight of the week for me was an all-day pilgrimage around the island. Our leader paused 

at different locations to give us some history and/ or a reflection. I was particularly struck by 
standing in the ruins of the nunnery and hearing how the last three nuns was forced off the 
island. We carried on the pilgrimage singing an alleluia chant. Apparently when the monks sailed 

from the island and went in different directions they would sing until they could no longer hear 
each other. The pilgrimage involved singing, times of silent reflection and taking in the beauty of 
the island.  

As I mentioned I have never been on a retreat in a community setting. I was struck by the day to 
day practice of living in community and how quickly you become a part of this. The community 

also do welcome and farewells incredibly well. We had a farewell service on the morning we left 
and I thought that was a lovely goodbye. I was not expecting what was to come next. Many of 
the community walked down to the jetty to say individual goodbyes and wave us off. We left the 

island singing until we could no longer see them. 
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Nepal: Give thanks that an agreement has now been signed with one of our strategic partners, 

which is a major breakthrough. A recent appeal will enable significant palliative care development.                                                                                                         

India: after India’s devastating second COVID wave, the country is now grappling with tens                        

of thousands of cases of a rare fungal infection called mucormycosis among recovering and 

recovered COVID-19 patients.   The disease, which is far more deadly than COVID-19 itself,            

has been declared an epidemic in the nation.    Please pray for all those suffering from this                        

and for those treating it, as well as protection for those at risk.                                   

Myanmar: An estimated 230,000 people have been displaced by violence and fighting in 

Myanmar this year and are in need of assistance, the United Nations humanitarian agency has 

said.    Please pray for God to somehow reveal himself and his power as the country is on the 

brink of civil war.  A United Nations report says that half the population will be in poverty next 

year if nothing is done soon. Pray for God to protect and provide for them; many have lost their 

jobs.                                                                                                      

Latin America   Praise God that numbers of COVID-19 cases are reducing across much of Latin 

America and vaccines are becoming more widely available. However, please do pray for the 

millions who have been plunged into poverty as a direct result of the pandemic and particularly for 

the hugely increased numbers of people who are now experiencing hunger and food insecurity.                                                                                                                 

Haiti: This week, President Jovenel Moise was assassinated by what appears to be professional 

contract killers, illustrating the fragility of government in a number of countries in the region. Haiti 

is also dealing with a wave of gang violence and kidnappings, particularly in the capital, and close 

to 60 per cent of the population is now living below the poverty line. Pray for help and comfort for 

all those who need it, and for wisdom for decision makers. 

Peru: Pray for Peru, where the presidential election was over a month ago, but the result has yet 

to be announced. Pray for peace and stability in the transition to a new president following claims 

of fraud in the election.  Please also pray for mission partner Pat Blanchard, newly returned to 

Peru.               

Lebanon: Please pray for Lebanon, which has reached a crisis point. Ongoing issues, including a 

struggling economy, 95 per cent devaluation of the local currency, a gas shortage, unemployment, 

lack of medicine, lack of electricity and a lack of diesel for electricity generators, have led to 

considerable tension in the country. One after another, petrol stations, bakeries and other local 

amenities are shutting down, hospitals’ reserves of diesel for generators are running out, and 

there is no progress on the formation of a new government. Pray for God’s peace and mercy to be 

made known in the hearts of the Lebanese as well as protection for all. 
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 THIS MONTH’S RECIPE – BLACKBERRY AND APPLE LOAF CLOTTED   CREAM 

ICING 

A different idea from the normal blackberry and apply (with cream) dessert. 

 

150g butter 

150g light brown soft sugar 
3 eggs  -  beaten 
185g self raising flour  -  sifted 

1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
½ teaspoon baking powder 
150g blanched hazelnuts  -  toasted and chopped 

320g bramley cooking apples  (i.e. about 2 depending on size) 
Peeled, cored and chopped into 1cm cubes 
180g blackberries 

 
Preheat the oven to 180°C, Gas 4.  Grease and line a 900g loaf tin.   beat together the butter and 

sugar.  Beat in the eggs, one at a time alternating with a few spoonfuls of flour, then the vanilla 
extract until combined.  Stir through the remaining flour plus the baking powder and 100g 
chopped hazelnuts, then gently fold in the chopped apple until just combined. 

Spoon a third of the mixture into the tin, dot with half the blackberries.  Add another third of the 
mixture followed by the remaining blackberries, finish with the rest of the mixture.  Bake for about 
1 hour or until the skewer comes out clean, the time depending on how juicy the apples and 

blackberries are.  Cover with foil after about 45 minutes if it is browning too quickly on top. 

Leave to cool in the tin for 10-15 minutes before removing and allow to cool completely on a wire 
rack. 

For the clotted cream icing 

227g Cornish clotted cream 
450g sifted icing sugar 

1-2 teaspoon milk if needed. 
 

Whisk the clotted cream until smooth, gradually sift in the icing sugar until you have a thick icing. 

Loosen with 1-2 teaspoon of milk to make a spreadable consistency. 

When the cake is cool, top with the clotted cream icing - scatter with the remaining 50g chopped 

hazelnuts.   Serve with extra blackberries if wished. 

 

Ann Kayser  
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Just In Case! 

        Written by Margaret Chorlton with sincere apologies to my dear late mother-in-law 

 

Mum     Oh hello Son how are you?                      Son        Fine thanks – you? 

Mum      I think I've got a bit of a cold.                 Son        Have you Mum? 

Mum      Have I what?                                        Son       Got a bit of a cold. 

Mum     Oh dear! Have you got your vest on?    Son       Not me – you! You said you'd got a bit of 

a cold. 

Mum      No, no, it's quite warm in here.             Son        (mutters) Yes it is. Too warm. 

Mum      Are you cold, shall I put the fire on?     Son        No! I'm really hot thanks. 

Mum      Perhaps you're getting a cold               Son        No Mum, I am not getting a cold. I'm 

quite well. 

Mum     That's good ---- are you warm in enough?  Son        Yes thanks. 

Mum      I can put the fire on if you like.             Son        No thanks I'm OK. Are you cold? 

   

Mum      Me? No, warm as toast, feel my hands.  Son         (feels hands) Lovely and warm. 

Mum       I think I will put the fire on, just in case.  Son         In case of what? 

Mum      Pardon?                                                Son         You said you'd put the fire on just in 

case. 

Mum       I don't want the fire on, do you dear?    Son         (sighs) No thanks, I'm fine. 

Mum      That's good. Is it cold out?                        Son         Not too bad. 

Mum       Feels a bit chilly in here. I'll put the fire on.   Son         Put it on if you want to. 

Mum       Do you want it on?                                   Son         I don't want it on Mum, it's too hot 

in here already. 

Mum       As long as you're warm enough Son. Is it raining?  Son         Just a little. 

Mum       Pardon?                                                       Son         (raises voice) A little! 

Mum       Don't shout dear, I'm not deaf. A little what?   Son         Rain. 

Mum       Rain. Is it raining?                                     Son         Yes mum it's raining. 

Mum       Why didn't you say so. I'll put the fire on.  Son         (sighs) I'll put it on - just in case!! 

Mum       There - I knew you were cold. 
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YOUR GARDEN IN AUGUST BY A WOODMANSTERNE GARDENER 

August was traditionally a holiday month.  Years ago the factories shut, and for 2 weeks people 

flocked to the seaside whether it was Blackpool, Skegness or Brighton, but in 2021 are we still 
having such exotic holidays? 

Are we off to France or Spain?  Will we be allowed to travel?  With all these problems and 

difficulties perhaps it would be better to put our feet up at home and enjoy our local downs and 
woods and our own gardens. 

If we do ‘holiday’ at home there will still be jobs to be done in the garden.  Depending on the 

weather; feeding and watering our plants is one of the priorities.  All tubs, containers and hanging 
baskets will need watering daily if the weather is hot.  Camellias and rhododendrons need to be 

kept well watered, particularly those in pots as it is now that the plants produce next years flower 
buds.   If the bushes are large don’t assume that rain has penetrated the soil as the leaves can 
create a ‘shadow’ and the water doesn’t actually reach the roots. 

Keep the garden displays of plants going longer by deadheading especially roses, dahlias and 
summer annuals and if growing runner beans or tomatoes. Pick them small and tender rather than 
leaving them to grow old and tough. 

Hedges grow quickly at this time of year.  Trim them regularly.  Yew will need its one and only 
yearly cut now.  Prune rambling roses  -  the roses that create a gorgeous one and only display  
(my ‘veilchenblau’ an amethyst rose with very large flower clusters was in full flower when we 

experienced heavy rain and winds and it is now past it’s prime)  and tie in the new growth.  Try to 
train the new growth horizontally rather than vertically as this causes buds to burst along the 
length of the stem instead of just on top. 

Trim lavender bushes lightly, with a pair of hand shears so that only the old flower spikes about 1 
inch of the new growth is removed.  This will encourage new sideshoots keeping the plant bushy 
and compact.  Lavenders never grow again from old wood so if your plants have become old, 

woody and leggy either take some cuttings or remove them and buy in new plants. 

Continue to mow the grass but if the weather is dry and warm and the growth slows down, either 
do not cut it, or if you do, leave the grass box off and leave the clippings to act as a mulch.  If the 

grass needs fertilizing apply an autumn feed now.  Don’t waste water on grass.  It will soon 
recover when it rains in the autumn, 

It may seem an odd time, in the middle of summer to be thinking about spring bulb orders but 
one of my bulb catalogues stated ‘I would urge you to order early to avoid disappointment - we’re 
already encountering shortages and in some cases a complete lack of supply’ so if you want to 

order/buy specific varieties send off your order now.  P.S. I wrote out a list, added up the prices 
and decided I need to have a rethink. 

Please, please remember our wild life in the summer.  Water is essential not only for birds but 

hedgehogs, if you are fortunate to have one, for squirrels and the local foxes. 

Many birds are in the process of moulting and water is needed not just for drinking but bathing; 

If you have a pond keep an eye on the water levels as water can evaporate at an alarming rate 

not only from sunshine but also wind. 
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Sudoku  easy             Sudoku  medium 

 

                               
               

 

LAUGHTER LINES 

Hard to tell 

 

During a summer music festival, a punk rocker stopped at the front desk of the reception tent 

to ask if there were any messages for her. The desk clerk handed her an unsigned note, and 

she asked for a description of the person who had left it. "That's easy," replied the clerk. "He 

wore tight pink-leather trousers, high-heeled black boots and a T-shirt with strategically cut 

holes. There was a row of coloured safety pins through the outside edge of one ear, and he 

wore purple eyeshadow. And his hair was orange and spiked." 

"Oh, man!" she said, obviously disappointed, "that could be anybody!" 

 

Children's Kitchen Terms  

 

BOIL: The point a parent reaches upon hearing "Yuck" before a food is even tasted.  

CASSEROLE: Combination of favourite foods that go uneaten because they are mixed together.  

DESSERT: The reason for eating a meal.  

EVAPORATE: Magic trick performed by children when it comes time to clear the table. 

FRUIT:  Something that is never to be confused with dessert.  

REFRIGERATOR: A very expensive and inefficient room air conditioner when not being used as 

an art gallery.  

TABLE LEG: Percussion instrument.  

 

 

A woman went into the kitchen to find her husband swatting flies. “I killed three female and 

two male ones,” he said triumphantly.  She asked him how on earth he knew that. 

“Easy. Two were on my beer can, and three were on the phone.” 
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Sudoku solutions 

            Easy                                                                                   Medium 

 

                                                 
 

 

The Queen on York Minster 

 

York Minster is to mark the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee next year with a statue of the monarch, 

placed in a niche high on its medieval west front. 

 

The figure of the queen will be slightly larger than life, and she will be holding the historic 

symbols of monarchy: the orb and sceptre. She will be the first British monarch to have reigned 

for 70 years. 

 

The statue will be the centre point of a makeover of the open space in front of the Minster, 

where a new Queen Elizabeth Square is to be created. More details are expected in the 

autumn. 

 

 

If you go down to the sea today, beware! 

 

The popular summer pastime of paddling our feet along the shoreline has become risky, due to 

a rise in venomous stinging fish along the British coast.   

 

The weever fish may be only six inches long, but the venomous spines along its dorsal fin can 

inject fast-acting poison into your foot if you step on it, causing immense pain. 

 

Sue Hickson-Marsay, from a life-boat charity off East Yorkshire, says: “The fish has been an 

absolute nightmare this summer. Just where the shoreline is, as the waves are going out, the 

fish lie just under the sand. So, if you are then paddling in the water, you could easily step on 

one. Then the spiny part of the fish goes straight into your foot. We’ve had lots of casualties, so 

people need to wear shoes if they’re going paddling.” 
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It was:  

 

250 years ago, on 15th August 1771, that Sir Walter Scott, Scottish historical novelist, poet, and 

playwright was born. His best-known works include Ivanhoe and Rob Roy. 

 

Also 250 years ago, on 7th August 1771, that the first recorded ascent of Ben Nevis was made. 

Scottish botanist James Robertson ascended Ben Nevis, the highest mountain in the British 

Isles. Nowadays, 100,000 people per year make the ascent. 

 

125 years ago, on 17th August 1896, that the death of the first person killed in a motor 

accident in the UK took place. Bridget Driscoll was crossing a road in the grounds of London’s 

Crystal Palace when she was hit by a car giving demonstration rides. By way of contrast, 

Brake.org.uk report that nowadays, an average of five people a day die on UK roads.  

 

90 years ago, on 19th August 1931, that the Yangtze River and Huai River floods peaked  

in China. It was one of the worst natural disasters of the 20th century; up to four million people 

died, and the floods lasted from July to November. 

 

80 years ago, on 15th August 1941, that the German spy Josef Jakobs became the last person 

to be executed at the Tower of London. (He had parachuted into Britain during WWII.)  

 

60 years ago, on 13th August 1961, that East Germany sealed off the border between East and 

West Berlin to prevent the exodus of refugees to the West. Initially barbed wire fences were 

erected; construction of the Berlin Wall began on 15th August. The border reopened in 1989. 

 

40 years ago, on 25th August 1981, that the US space probe Voyager 2 reached Saturn and 

sent back images and data. It travelled to Uranus (1986) and Neptune (1989) before reaching 

interstellar space in 2018. 43 years after launching, it is more than 11.8 billion miles from earth, 

but remains operational. 

 

Also 25 years ago, on 28th August 1996, that Prince Charles and Princess Diana were divorced 

after 15 years of marriage. No longer a ‘Royal Highness’, Princess Diana was now called Diana, 

Princess of Wales.  

 

10 years ago, 21st-29th August 2011 that Hurricane Irene hit the Caribbean and made landfall 

in North Carolina. 49 people were killed and over $14 billion worth of damage was caused. 
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Remembering Sir Walter Scott 

 

Sir Walter Scott, the Scottish historical novelist, poet and playwright, was born 250 years ago, 

on 15th August 1771. His best-known works include Ivanhoe and Rob Roy. 

 

Often considered to be both the inventor and the greatest writer of historical novels, he was 

inspired by a stay with his grandparents in the Scottish borders during his early childhood, while 

he recovered from polio. From them he heard stories and ballads about the area and became 

fascinated by the history and culture of Scotland, where all his early work was set – often 

published anonymously. 

 

On a visit to the Lake District in 1797 he met Charlotte Carpenter, who he married after a 

whirlwind romance, much to the disapproval of his parents, who suspected she was a French 

Catholic. But she was a British citizen who had been christened in the Church of England: the 

couple were happy until her death in 1826.  

 

Scott was widely admired for both novels and poetry and was once offered the post of Poet 

Laureate, which he declined. He was plagued during later life by financial problems, largely 

brought about by taking on the debts of friends and colleagues, but also by expenses incurred 

from his Abbotsford estate, near Galashiels. 

 

 

Climbing Ben Nevis 

 

The first recorded ascent of Ben Nevis was made 250 years ago, on 7th August 1771, by 

Scottish botanist and artist James Robertson. At 1345 metres (4411 ft), it is the highest 

mountain in the British Isles. Some 100,000 people now make the climb each year. 

 

Robertson wrote: “A third part of the hill from the summit towards the top is entirely naked, 

resembling a heap of stones thrown together confusedly. The summit far overtops the 

surrounding hills." 

 

Hill climbing was not popular in those days, but the poet John Keats made the ascent in 1818. 

Scots were not convinced for many years that Ben Nevis was higher than Ben Macdui, in the 

Cairngorms, but it is in fact more than a hundred feet higher. 

 

The meaning of the mountain’s name is uncertain. Some associate it with the Gaelic word for 

“venomous”, but it seems at least equally likely that “Nevis” relates to snow or clouds.  

 

It is in fact the remains of an ancient volcano that collapsed in on itself. Its summit plateau 

stretches for over 100 acres and contains the remains of an observatory, which was opened in 

1883 and led indirectly to the invention of the cloud chamber. 
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